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Bibliothè 

"Path to Wellness"

The age-old Indian traditions, from thousands of years ago, advocated by

yogis, are brought alive in the heart of Rome at the Bibliothè. Bibliothè,

borrowed from the French word meaning library, is the brainchild of Tina

and Enzo that houses a vast collection of books, ranging across various

topics pertaining to India, from politics, history, psychology, literature and

religion to food habits. The restaurant offers a wonderful array of dishes,

prepared in the ayurvedic flair, that are rich in spices but high in nutrition.

The tea room at the Bibliothè, featuring a range of teas: herbal, spiced and

regular, is not to be missed. Various entertaining events, like dance

performances and stage plays that recount Indian mythologies, are

organized here; check the website for schedule of events.

 +39 06 678 1427  www.bibliothe.guru/  infobibliothe@libero.it  Via Celsa 4, Rome

 by thefork.com 

L' Insalata Ricca 

"Salads & More Salads"

Spacious establishment consisting of three rooms (two for non-smokers),

the first of a chain of seven similar restaurants. You will find more than 20

different kinds of salads, as well as a wide variety of first courses; meat

and fish dishes on Tuesdays and Fridays. Great draft beers and 'Vino

sfuso' from Frascati.

 +39 06 6880 3656  insalataricca.it/restaurants/1?locale=

it

 Largo dei Chiavari 85, Rome

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

Neve di Latte 

"Multi-Colored Gelatos"

Neve di Latte stands for the simple joys of eating delicious ice-creams in a

guiltless manner. Made from fresh, organic ingredients it offers a colorful

and vibrant range of gelato that incorporates plenty of usual and unusual

flavors.Apart from the vinegar flavor that is a treat for the adventurous

foodie, the Chocolate and Hazel, Pistachios and Pear are incredibly mouth-

watering. The gelato retains the realness of the fruits from which it is

made and the milk and eggs are locally sourced. The thickness of the ice-

cream is what bowls one over, each mouthful having a creamy finish to it.

 +39 06 320 8485  Via Luigi Poletti 6, Rome
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 by stevendepolo   

Life Pizzeria Biologica 

"The Healthy Pizza"

Life Pizzeria Biologica introduced Rome to the concept of binging on fast

food like pizza in a healthy manner. Founded on the philosophy of staying

in harmony with mother earth, this is the first pizzeria in Rome to offer a

wholesome organic meal. Bruscetta, caprese, various cheese and salads

offer the perfect kick-start to your meal. Follow it up with their variety of

pizzas, ranging from classic traditional ones to house specials. A range of

organic drinks and beverages are available to complement your food.

 +39 06 3326 5318  www.lifepizzeriabio.com/  info@lifepizzeriabio.com  Via Cassia 701, Rome
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